2013 Regional Results

Long Island, NY (Late) April 12, 2013 – April 14, 2013

Petite Mr. StarQuest
Terrence LeGrady - Lose Yourself - On the Edge Performance Center

Junior Mr. StarQuest
Ryan Manuud - Against All Odds - On the Edge Performance Center

Teen Mr. StarQuest
Chris Critelli - Save A Life - TJE Dance Force

Mr. StarQuest
Joey Mato - Gadget - TJE Dance Force

Petite Miss StarQuest
Jaida Gross - Show Stopper - On the Edge Performance Center

Junior Miss StarQuest
Chloe Mendoza - Dimples - On the Edge Performance Center

Teen Miss StarQuest
Kristine Rakic - The Nicest Thing - TJE Dance Force

Miss StarQuest
Allie Serra - Precious Things - TJE Dance Force

Top Select Petite Solo
1st Place - Jaida Gross - Show Stopper - On the Edge Performance Center
   2nd Place - Alexa Abagnale - I'm A Star - The Dream Center Dance Academy
   3rd Place - Terrence LeGrady - Lose Yourself - On the Edge Performance Center
   4th Place - Anabelle Curcio – Katy! – The Academy

Top Select Junior Solo
1st Place - Alexis Gergely - Show Off - Long Island Academy of Dance
   2nd Place - Chloe Mendoza - Kick It - On the Edge Performance Center
   3rd Place - Colleen Aylward - To Build A Home - The Dream Center Dance Academy
   4th Place - Reghan Truesdell - Paper Skin - Long Island Academy of Dance
   5th Place - Molly Weigand - Good Mother - The Dream Center Dance Academy
   6th Place - Alexandra DiMaria - Seven Devils - The Academy
   7th Place - Ryan Manuud - Against All Odds - On the Edge Performance Center
   8th Place - Alejandra Arce - The Scientist - Tip Tap Toe Dance Studio
   9th Place - Jenna Sarno - Look At You - On the Edge Performance Center
  10th Place - Lauryn Egan - Kick It - The Dream Center Dance Academy
Top Select Teen Solo
1st Place - Chris Critelli - Save A Life - TJE Dance Force
   2nd Place - Rosie Ozminkowski - Glamorous Life - Elite's Dance Centre
   3rd Place - Julia Davidson - Hallelujah - The Dream Center Dance Academy
   4th Place - Danielle Masullo - Breathe Me - TJE Dance Force
   5th Place - Sydney Bentzig - Twice - The Academy
   6th Place - Sophia Pina - Crazy In Love - TJE Dance Force
   7th Place - Dana Miller - Turn Me Loose - Long Island Academy of Dance
   8th Place - Danna Kimmelman - Hurt - The Dream Center Dance Academy
   9th Place - Christina Gandarillas - Hallelujah - TJE Dance Force
  10th Place - Kristine Rakic - The Nicest Thing - TJE Dance Force

Top Select Senior Solo
1st Place - Daniel Santiago - Wolf Man - Long Island Academy of Dance
   2nd Place - Joey Mato - Gadget - TJE Dance Force
   3rd Place - Tiffany Luu - My Addiction - TJE Dance Force
   4th Place - Allie Serra - Precious Things - TJE Dance Force
   5th Place - Giana D'Avanzo - Crawl Up To My Room - The Dream Center Dance Academy
   6th Place - Stephanie Miller - Taken - Long Island Academy of Dance
   7th Place - Abby Strakhov - Nasty Boys - TJE Dance Force
   8th Place - Kelsey Kluko - One Moment More - On the Edge Performance Center
   9th Place - Danielle Anderson - It Doesn't Hurt - The Dream Center Dance Academy
  10th Place - Kailey Albano - Spell Over You - TJE Dance Force

Top Select Petite Duet/Trio
1st Place - Burnin' Love - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
   2nd Place - Stuck Like Glue - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
   3rd Place - Rockstar - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
   4th Place - Party Girls - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Top Select Junior Duet/Trio
1st Place - Beauty And The Beat - On the Edge Performance Center - Jeanette Gross, Jeanette Gross
   2nd Place - Fabulous Babes - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe
   3rd Place - ABC's - On the Edge Performance Center - Jeanette Gross, Jeanette Gross
   4th Place - Fierce - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
   5th Place - My Boyfriend's Back - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Top Select Teen Duet/Trio
1st Place - Nothing Else Matters - Releve' Dance Centre - June Martino
   2nd Place - 9 Crimes - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
   3rd Place - The Dance - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
   4th Place - Black Butterfly - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
   5th Place - Jumping Jack - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe

Top Select Senior Duet/Trio
1st Place - Ravens - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe
   2nd Place - What Weighs Me Down - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
   3rd Place - I'm That Chick - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
   4th Place - Gone - On the Edge Performance Center - Jeanette Gross, Jeanette Gross
   5th Place - You Move Away - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Top Select Petite Small Group
1st Place - Hero - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
   2nd Place - Hound Dog - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
   3rd Place - Big Noise - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
   4th Place - Over The Rainbow - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
Top Select Junior Small Group
1st Place - Roaring 20's - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe
  2nd Place - Snow - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
  3rd Place - Cherry Blossom - Releve' Dance Centre - June Martino
4th Place - Blackbird - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
5th Place - Dimples - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Top Select Teen Small Group
1st Place - When You Say My Name - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
  2nd Place - Call Your Bluff - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
  3rd Place - Seasons - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
4th Place - Arms Of The Ocean - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
5th Place - Sargeant Slaughter - On the Edge Performance Center - Jeanette Gross, Jeanette Gross
6th Place - Too Late - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
7th Place - I'm Still Hot - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
8th Place - Sort Of - Elite's Dance Centre - Malorie Cox
9th Place - Robotic - Elite's Dance Centre - Malorie Cox
10th Place - Wait A Minute - Elite's Dance Centre - Malorie Cox

Top Select Senior Small Group
1st Place - Poison And Wine - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
  2nd Place - Syrup & Honey - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe
  3rd Place - Tears Of An Angel - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
4th Place - The Catwalk - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe
5th Place - Forever Young - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
6th Place - I Will Wait - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
7th Place - Dominance - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe
8th Place - Who Runs The World? - Elite's Dance Centre - Malorie Cox
9th Place - Relief - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
10th Place - Don't Let Go - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo

Top Select Petite Large Group
1st Place - Sir Duke - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
  2nd Place - Hokey Pokey - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
  3rd Place - Fireball - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Top Select Junior Large Group
1st Place - Aurora Borealis - Releve' Dance Centre - June Martino
  2nd Place - Pop Drop And Roll - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
  3rd Place - Batman - On the Edge Performance Center - Jeanette Gross, Jeanette Gross
4th Place - Bop 'Til You Drop - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
5th Place - Mortal Kombat - Releve' Dance Centre - June Martino

Top Select Teen Large Group
1st Place - Without You - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
  2nd Place - Weightless - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
  3rd Place - Cannibal - Elite’s Dance Centre - Malorie Cox
4th Place - Shake It Out - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
5th Place - Drake - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo

Top Select Senior Large Group
1st Place - My Heart Will Go On - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
  2nd Place - Wicked Games - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
  3rd Place - Here’s To You - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
4th Place - Nurse’s Diary - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
5th Place - Angels & Demons - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe
Top Select Junior Line
1st Place - Carneval - On the Edge Performance Center - Jeanette Gross, Jeanette Gross
   2nd Place - Hollywood - On the Edge Performance Center - Jeanette Gross, Jeanette Gross

Top Select Teen Line
1st Place - In The Name Of Love - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
   2nd Place - Greece - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe
   3rd Place - Lil Bad Girl - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
   4th Place - Transformers - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe
   5th Place - Sunscreen - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Top Select Senior Line
1st Place - The Most Human Thing - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
   2nd Place - Vogue - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
   3rd Place - Lady Marmalade - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
   4th Place - All Eyes On Us - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
   5th Place - B-Day - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Petite/Junior Select Apogee Award
Roaring 20's - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe

Teen/Senior Select Apogee Award
Poison And Wine - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo

Top Classic Petite Solo
1st Place - Brianna Braxton - Diva - On the Edge Performance Center
   2nd Place - Mikayla Mentz - Party People - The Academy
   3rd Place - Alexandra Gross - Can't Touch It - On the Edge Performance Center
   4th Place - Olivia Fallon - Swagger Jagger - On the Edge Performance Center

Top Classic Junior Solo
1st Place - Amber Epp - Your Song - Elite's Dance Centre
   2nd Place - Carly Santoli - Cinderella - Tip Tap Toe Dance Studio
   3rd Place - Elaina Hernandez - Feels Like Home - Tip Tap Toe Dance Studio
   4th Place - Alicia Hutt - Irish Reel - South Shore School of Dance

Top Classic Teen Solo
1st Place - Olivia Vomero - The Tourist - Elite's Dance Centre
   2nd Place - Isabella Staples - Bait - Elite's Dance Centre
   3rd Place - Elizabeth Kahoud - Somewhere In Time - South Shore School of Dance

Top Classic Senior Solo
1st Place - Rachel Pinals - Freak Like Me - Elite's Dance Centre
   2nd Place - Connor O'Keefe - Transform Ya - Long Island Academy of Dance
   3rd Place - Kellie Phillips - Landslide - TJE Dance Force
   4th Place - Marissa Balash - Loves Me Crazy - TJE Dance Force
   5th Place - Kristen Knepple - Almost Lover - TJE Dance Force

Top Classic Teen Duet/Trio
1st Place - I Got You - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo

Top Classic Senior Duet/Trio
1st Place - Irish Dream - South Shore School of Dance - Mary Douglas
   2nd Place - Slow Me Down - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo

Top Classic Petite Duet/Trio
1st Place – Irish Echo – South Shore School Of Dance – Mary Douglas
   2nd Place – Fabulous – On the Edge Performance Center- Jeanette Gross
   3rd Place – Lil Monsters – The Academy – Tina Zingariello
Top Classic Petite Small Group
1st Place - Cha Cha - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
  2nd Place - Bubble Gum Boy - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
  3rd Place - Tutti Frutti - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
  4th Place - Bounce With Me - Releve' Dance Centre - June Martino
  5th Place - Let Me Love You - On the Edge Performance Center - Jeanette Gross, Jeanette Gross

Top Classic Junior Small Group
1st Place - Doop - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe
  2nd Place - Rapper's Delights - Elite's Dance Centre - Malorie Cox
  3rd Place - The Tribe - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe

Top Classic Teen Small Group
1st Place - Strings On Fire - South Shore School of Dance - Mary Douglas
  2nd Place - One Last Try - Elite's Dance Centre - Malorie Cox
  3rd Place - Marry The Night - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
  4th Place - Nobody's Perfect - Starz On Broadway - Vincenza Tomassetti, Maria Dolle
  5th Place - Heads Will Roll - Elite's Dance Centre - Malorie Cox

Top Classic Senior Small Group
1st Place - Hit Me With Your Best Shot - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
  2nd Place - Broken Hearted - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
  3rd Place - Lego House - East Hampton High School Dance Company - Tracee Van Brunt
  4th Place - 3 Wishes - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo

Top Classic Petite Large Group
1st Place - Take A Hint - On the Edge Performance Center - Jeanette Gross, Jeanette Gross

Top Classic Junior Large Group
1st Place - Ease On Down The Road - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe
  2nd Place - Switch - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe

Top Classic Teen Large Group
1st Place - Antidote - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe

Top Classic Senior Large Group
1st Place - Mercy - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
  2nd Place - Danny Boy - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
  3rd Place - It Will Rain - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
  4th Place - He's A Dream - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
  5th Place - Sail - East Hampton High School Dance Company - Tracee Van Brunt

Classic Apogee Award
Antidote - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe

Petite/Junior Solo Photogenic
Victoria Bagarella – TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo

Teen/Senior Solo Photogenic
Alex Pinals Elite’s Dance Centre Malorie Cox

Petite Solo Costume
Mikayla Mentz - Party People - The Academy

Junior Solo Costume
Ava Hartung - Dream - The Dream Center Dance Academy
Teen Solo Costume
Alyssa Chmela - Gone - On the Edge Performance Center

Senior Solo Costume
Cassandra Balado - Sopranos - Long Island Academy of Dance

Petite/Junior Duet/Trio Costume
Jet Plane - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Teen/Senior Duet/Trio Costume
Be My Husband - Elite's Dance Centre - Malorie Cox

Petite/Junior Group Costume
La La La – Tip Tap Toe Dance Studio – Jean Benincasa

Teen/Senior Group Costume
Strings On Fire – South Shore School of Dance – Mary Douglas

Adult Award
Jayni Schumila - Acro Sensation - South Shore School of Dance

Choreography Awards
Releve’ Dance Centre – June Martino
The Dream Center Dance Academy Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
TJE Dance Force Tina Ciardullo
Elite’s Dance Centre Malorie Cox
On the Edge Performance Center Jeanette Gross, Jeanette Gross
The Academy Tina Zingariello, Stephanie Zingariello
Long Island Academy of Dance Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe

Petite/Junior Fusion Award
Fierce - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Teen/Senior Fusion Award
Jumping Jack - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe

Petite/Junior Odyssey Award
Mortal Kombat - Releve’ Dance Centre - June Martino

Teen/Senior Odyssey Award
Cannibal - Elite's Dance Centre - Malorie Cox

FDC People’s Choice Award
Trashin’ The Camp - Releve’ Dance Centre - June Martino

KARtv Awards & Benefit Show Top Category Winners:
Top Jazz Performance:
The Catwalk - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe

Top Lyrical/Contemporary Performance:
Poison And Wine – TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo

Top Tap Performance:
Stomp With Me - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe

Top Character/Musical Theater Performance:
Lady Marmalade - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo

Top Hip Hop Performance:
Sargeant Slaughter - On the Edge Performance Center - Jeanette Gross, Jeanette Gross
Top Open/Modern/Acro Performance:
When You Say My Name - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo